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these solutions is to consolidate VMs as much as possible,
and reduce the amount of in-use hardware in order to save
energy and reduce the carbon footprint. Because of the latency
of Wide Area Network (WAN) connections and other remote
access difficulties, such as the cost of remote connections
and remote storage, these energy efficiency solutions were
designed and tested on LAN environments. However, recent
research on seamless WAN VM migration [6][7][8] proves
the feasibility of Virtual Private Clouds (VPCs) [9][10]. A
VPC is a uniform cloud based on a number of geographically
distributed data centers which are connected through the
Internet or private WAN connections.
This paper has two objectives. The first is to measure the
carbon footprint of a VPC, and the second is to minimize
the carbon footprint of that VPC. Considering larger WAN
VM migration carbon footprints and different levels of power
consumption of VMs at different data centers, these objectives
include proving the feasibility of better carbon footprint reduction in VPCs compared to a number of LAN-based clouds
providing the same services, as well as providing percentages
of improvement in carbon footprint reduction. In this paper,
a VPC is a network of data centers in different domains
connected to one another through private WAN connections
or via the Internet, in which a uniform cloud identity hosted
and where each data center is powered by a different energy
source and is situated at a different geographical location.
We refer to LAN-based clouds as completely isolated data
centers that are limited by their geographical location and their
energy source. VPCs and LAN-based clouds provide the same
services. However, in a VPC, because of the flat structure of
the cloud, VMs can migrate between data centers, while in a
LAN-based cloud, they can only migrate within a single data
center.
In this work, the VM power measurement methods currently
used [11][12] are extended with other methods in order to calculate the overall carbon footprint of the cloud. Also, existing
server consolidation solutions [13] are extended with respect
to carbon footprint minimization, in order to consolidate VPC
data centers by moving VMs, as much as is possible, to data
centers with a lower carbon footprint.
We first review the state of the art in cloud energy efficiency
and VPCs. Then, we present our solution for a Low Carbon
VPC (LCVPC), and build a carbon footprint model of such a
cloud. Next, we examine our model on a simulation platform
network and provide the results. Finally, we present our
conclusions and outline future prospects.

Abstract—Data center energy efficiency and carbon footprint
reduction have attracted a great deal of attention across the world
for some years now, and recently more than ever. Live Virtual
Machine (VM) migration is a prominent solution for achieving
server consolidation in Local Area Network (LAN) environments.
With the introduction of live Wide Area Network (WAN) VM
migration, however, the challenge of energy efficiency extends
from a single data center to a network of data centers. In this
paper, intelligent live migration of VMs within a WAN is used
as a reallocation tool to minimize the overall carbon footprint
of the network. We provide a formulation to calculate carbon
footprint and energy consumption for the whole network and its
components, which will be helpful for customers of a provider
of cleaner energy cloud services. Simulation results show that
using the proposed Genetic Algorithm (GA)-based method for live
VM migration can significantly reduce the carbon footprint of a
cloud network compared to the consolidation of individual data
center servers. In addition, the WAN data center consolidation
results show that an optimum solution for carbon reduction is not
necessarily optimal for energy consumption, and vice versa. Also,
the simulation platform was tested under heavy and light VM
loads, the results showing the levels of improvement in carbon
reduction under different loads.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Cloud computing solutions enable small businesses to rent
virtual servers as a service, instead of buying and maintaining
actual servers. In this way, these businesses can focus on
their goals and products rather than dealing with server maintenance, energy consumption, bandwidth, storage, etc. With
increasing concerns about global warming and the increasing
role of Greenhouse Gases (GhG) emissions expected in the
near future, not only is the cost of services important for
service providers and their customers, but the total carbon
footprint of a service is of great concern to companies and
governments [1]. So, it is important for cloud service providers
to be able to provide their customers and their governments
with measurable proof of the carbon footprint of their services,
while minimizing its size in order to reduce the ultimate cost
of the services. Although the goal of a cloud service provider
is to reduce that cost, or arrive at a balance of cost and carbon
footprint, this paper focuses only on the measurement and
minimization of the total carbon footprint of services.
With the introduction of Local Area Network (LAN)-based
live Virtual Machine (VM) migration [2], cloud administrators
were able to move a VM from one hardware set-up to another
for maintenance or energy efficiency reasons without any
violation of the Service Level Agreement (SLA) with their
users. In fact, many energy efficiency solutions are based on
Live VM migration [3][4][5]. One of the main ideas behind
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B. Virtual Private Clouds

II. P REVIOUS WORK

A Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) is a cloud identity consisting
of a network of data centers connected to one another in
a WAN. Recently, valuable work has been carried out on
VPCs to overcome WAN-based problems, such as bandwidth
limitations and high network latency.
Wood et. al. have used the concept of the VPC in [7] to build
CloudNet, which is a prototype cloud computing platform
that connects different data centers of an enterprise across
the globe. CloudNet supports the WAN migration of VMs
with minimal downtime over WAN connections, even with the
problems of low bandwidth and high latency. They showed
how CloudNet can optimize the amount of data transferred
during the migration process and reduce application downtime.
In contrast, other migration techniques send empty memory
pages or disk blocks. In [8], we show how a Probability
Density Function (PDF)-based selection of memory pages
using their modification rate can minimize migration downtime. We also show that choosing to send memory pages
with a low frequency of change first will prevent multiple
copying of memory pages from source to destination, and
works better than other methods of memory page selection.
In addition, we show that a VM with a busy memory has
more downtime, because it has a larger number of dirty pages.
(Dirty pages are memory pages that have already been copied
to the destination, but their content has been changed during
the migration process. These pages need to be recopied to the
destination.) We demonstrate that PDF-based selection will
minimize the number of dirty pages in total and lower VM
downtime.
In another work, Merwe et. al. used WAN VM migration to
design a ubiquitous cloud computing infrastructure [6]. They
studied two use case scenarios for multiple enterprise sites at
geographically dispersed locations: cloudbursting, and followthe-sun. In the follow-the-sun use case scenario, resources
are relocated seamlessly to the place where they are needed
most, based on the time zone. So, properly planned WAN live
migration [7] will guarantee seamless migration of resources
to their new locations.
In this paper, a similar concept as in [7] and [6] is used
to form a flat virtual private cloud enabling the seamless
movement of VMs over WAN connections from one data
center to another. Unlike the follow-the-sun use case scenario
in [6], where VMs follow the time of day for migration to
the node nearest the active employees, we focus here on the
cost function, which is set to carbon footprint reduction. This
means that, in order to reduce the networks carbon footprint,
the seamless migration of VMs over a WAN connection will
be designed to optimize a global cost function on the whole
network.

A. Cloud energy efficiency
Two factors are limiting the development of computing
systems: the cost of energy and the size of the carbon footprint
[3]. While information and communications technology (ICT)
usage is growing rapidly, the increasing cost of energy and
the necessity to reduce GHG emissions are forcing movement
towards energy efficiency in the ICT sector [14], especially
in data centers. Energy efficiency there can be achieved using
several methods [15]: dynamic CPU speed, energy-aware job
scheduling, server consolidation [13].
All energy efficiency solutions require a measurement
method to calculate the energy consumed and the GHGs
emitted. Kansal et. al. introduced a model for VM power
metering in [11]. In equation 1, the total energy consumption
of a server is a combination of CPU use, memory access, and
disk access.
Esys = αcpu µcpu + αmem µmem + αio µdisk + γ

(1)

where Esys is the energy consumption of a server; γ is the
energy consumption of the server under 0% CPU, memory,
and disk usage; α is the additional energy consumption of the
server under 100% CPU, memory, and disk usage; and µ is
the actual percentage of CPU, memory, and disk usage. The
energy consumption of network cards and other elements is
considered constant in γ, and it is assumed that γ does not vary
greatly. We extend this formulation for our carbon footprint
calculations in the modeling section, section III-A.
Among all the energy saving strategies in use in data
centers, we chose dynamic VM consolidation as our tool in
VPC carbon footprint optimization. Two types of controller
for dynamic VM consolidation are compared by Gmach in [4].
He shows that running the trace-based workload and reactive
controllers simultaneously gives a better result than running
either of these controllers individually. Although combining
different energy efficiency methods may result in greater
carbon footprint reduction, the main objective of this paper
will be to focus on the feasibility of global carbon reduction
in VPCs by rearranging the services on a WAN.
In dynamic VM consolidation, VM migration is one of the
elements that play a role in calculating the carbon footprint
of data centers. The goal of this strategy is to move VMs,
as much as is possible, from low-use servers and then turn
those servers off to save energy. The cost of VM migration is
considered as a contribution to the total cost function of the
cloud carbon footprint [5]:
cost = C(M igration) + C(#P M ) + C(U tilization) (2)

III. O UR C LEAN E NERGY E FFICIENCY M ODEL IN A VPC
Energy efficiency in VPCs is, in many ways, very similar to
energy efficiency in LAN-based clouds, with a few additional
features. In the latter, using live VM migration as a server
consolidation tool results in lower power consumption and

where C(M igration) is the cost of VM migrations;
C(#P M ) is the cost of physical machine energy consumption; and C(U tilization) is the cost of server use, which
shows how busy the servers are.
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This equation can be rewritten as Equation 5, where gd (t) ∈
[0, 1] represents the cleanness of all the energy sources at
the data center combined, compared to the least clean energy
source, where g = 1 represents a totally clean energy source
and g = 0 represents a totally non-clean energy source; ρmax
represents the carbon-to-power conversion rate for the least
clean energy source. Electricity produced from burning coal
has the largest carbon footprint, according to [16].

a reduced carbon footprint. This means that carbon footprint reduction is an immediate result of power consumption
reduction. In VPCs, live WAN VM migration is used for
server consolidation to reduce the power consumption and the
carbon footprint as well; however, it can also be used to target
power consumption and carbon footprint separately. In a WAN
network with a mixture of nodes powered by both green and
non-green energy sources, for example, moving a VM from a
non-green powered node to a green powered one could result
in a smaller carbon footprint. However, power consumption
may or may not decrease, and may even increase.
WAN-based VM migration in clouds is also available for
live movement of a VM from one data center to another. In this
paper, a VPC manager is introduced to dynamically reallocate
the position of VMs in order to reduce the overall carbon
footprint of the cloud. The main idea is to create an LCVPC
made up of various data centers, each with a different energy
profile. The cloud manager optimizes the location of VMs in
the cloud based on the availability of resources and the carbon
footprint of each data center.
The data centers are situated at various geographical locations, and they have different energy sources. If a data center
is powered by a renewable energy source, its carbon footprint
will be small, or even zero, compared to a data center powered
by non-clean energy sources. The idea is to move some VMs
from non-clean powered data centers to cleaner or totally clean
powered data centers, if they are available.
A total cost function will be introduced for the whole cloud,
including all the data centers, based on its carbon footprint.
This cost function will be optimized with heuristic algorithms
to provide the best solution for the location of the VMs for a
given period of time.

ρd (t) = (1 − gd (t))ρmax

As formulated in Equation 6, calculation of Cpd (t) over all
the data centers in the cloud will provide the carbon footprint
of the cloud from power consumption.
Cp (t) =

X
d

Cpd (t) = ρmax

X
(1 − gd (t))Pd (t)

(6)

d

In a data center, Pd (t), comprises the power consumed for
cooling, the power processed by the Power Distribution Unit
(PDU), and the power consumed by the servers:
Pd (t) = Pcd (t) + PPd (t) + Psd (t)

(7)

Using Equation 1, Psd (t) could express a summation of the
power consumption of the servers:
Pd (t) = P
Pcd (t) + PPd (t)
+ s∈d (αcpus µcpus
+αmems µmems + αios µdisks + γs )

(8)

Combining Equations 6 and 8 will provide the carbon cost
function for a VPC:

A. LCVPC Modeling

P
Cp (t) =P
ρmax d (1 − gd (t))(Pcd (t) + PPd (t)
+ s∈d (αcpus µcpus
+αmems µmems + αios µdisks + γs ))

One of goals of this paper is to provide a formulation for
measuring the carbon footprint of a VPC. There is a direct relation between power consumption and carbon footprint if the
energy source is not clean. If the energy source is completely
clean, the carbon footprint is zero, regardless of the amount
of power used. The relation between power consumption and
carbon footprint at data center d is formulated in Equation 3.
Cpd (t) = ρd (t)Pd (t)

(5)

(9)

As mentioned in Equation 2,in order to calculate the total
carbon footprint of the cloud, a migration carbon footprint
should be added to the above formulation. This migration cost
is roughly calculated from the additional use of source and
destination servers and the in-between network routers from
Equation 1 during the migration period. This cost is more for
WAN VM migration, and is based on the use of more routers.
A final cost function could be produced by combining all
the carbon footprint formulas, as follows:

(3)

Cpd (t) represents the amount of carbon emitted from data
center d in time t, ρd (t) is the power-to-carbon conversion rate
for data center d in time t; and Pd (t) is the power consumption
of data center d in time t. Every data center could be powered
by different energy sources, and every energy source has its
own carbon footprint [16]. As shown in Equation 4, ρd (t) is
completely dependent on the type of energy source used at
each data center, and this could vary over time for those data
centers with multiple energy sources, especially if the sources
change over time.
P
ρ
(t)Pdsource (t)
P dsource
ρd (t) = source
(4)
source Pdsource (t)

C(∆t ) =
PCm (∆t ) + CDC on/of f (∆t )
+ρmax d Od (1 − gd (t))(Pcd (t)
+PP
Pd (t)
+ s∈d Os (αcpus µcpus
+αmems µmems
+αios µdisks + γs ))∆t

(10)

Where Od or Os is a binary variable, and is equal to 1
when the data center or server is functional, and is equal to
0 if the data center or server is shut down. ∆t is a period of
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Fig. 1.

Simulation platform map at hour 13. At each data center, the source(s) of energy and power use percentage(s) are provided separately.

time where power measurements are constant or with small
variations. If there is no VM running at a data center or on a
server, the data center or server could be shut down, in order to
eliminate power consumption for cooling and overhead. There
is nevertheless a modest carbon footprint generated to shut
down a data center and to turn it back on, which is considered
in CDC on/of f . This cost function will be used for making
decisions on the reallocation of VMs in our LCVPC model.

In the second test scenario, the network is tested under
heavy VM load and under light VM load. In this scenario,
the effect of network use percentage on carbon footprint
optimization is studied, and the results are compared with the
results of the first test scenario.
In the third test scenario, network carbon footprint reduction
is compared with network energy consumption reduction. In
this scenario, the network is first optimized for carbon footprint measurement, and energy consumption and the carbon
footprint are measured. The network is then be optimized
for energy consumption, and carbon footprint and energy
consumption are measured and the results compared with the
previous results.
To calculate the amount of energy, we modify Equation 10
and convert the carbon footprint to energy by removing the g
and ρmax factors and dividing the carbon parameters (C) by
ρmax , as follows:

IV. S IMPLE U SE C ASE FOR THE LCVPC M ODEL
As a use case for testing the proposed cloud manager, a
simulation platform is created connecting a number of data
centers to form a VPC. These data centers are powered by
various energy sources, both clean and non-clean. The network
of data centers is tested under different test scenarios.
In the first test scenario, WAN-based data center consolidation is compared with LAN-based server consolidation.
To accomplish this, a set of VMs is assigned to every data
center randomly, and the carbon footprint of the whole network
is calculated for a period of 24 hours. Then, a manager
consolidates the VMs at each data center, in order to reduce its
carbon footprint, and a network carbon footprint is calculated
(LAN-based case). In the next step, the manager attempts to
consolidate the VMs in the VPC. This means that the WAN
migration of VMs is allowed in this step, and the carbon
footprint of the network is then recalculated (WAN-based
case). Finally, this network carbon footprint is compared with
the carbon footprints calculated in the previous steps.

E(∆
Pt ) = Cm (∆t )/ρmax + CDC on/of f (∆t )/ρmax
+ d Od (Pcd (t)
+PP
Pd (t)
+ s∈d Os (αcpus µcpus
+αmems µmems
+αios µdisks + γs ))∆t

(11)

A. Simulation platform
To test different test scenarios, a platform is created to
simulate a VPC and weather conditions. Seven different cities
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footprint size is reached at hour 13 (Figure 1), when the sun
is in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, from where it can no
longer power any of the solar sites, and there is no major wind
stream near any of the wind sites.

around the world have been chosen to host the WAN-based
cloud data centers. Each data center is powered by a different
energy source including clean and non-clean sources. Each
has its own greenness factor (g), which is variable according
to other environmental parameters. For example, solar power
plants and wind power plants are dependent on the position
of the sun and the existence of a wind stream near the plant
respectively. The map of the simulation platform is shown
in Figure 1. Some of the simulation platform data are real,
such as geographical coordinates and sun position, and some
data are randomly generated, such as wind stream movements.
Each data center includes a number of servers, and each server
includes a number of VMs which are assigned randomly.
The network consists of 13 data centers, for which the
parameters are chosen randomly. The parameters for a typical
data center are provided in Table I.

B. Optimization
Whenever the simulation platform parameters change, the
energy and carbon footprint of the network change. We are
seeking to achieve the optimum network situation by reallocating some VMs over a LAN or a WAN, which is an
optimization problem with the defined cost function given in
Equation 10 for carbon reduction and Equation 11 for energy
reduction.
Now we have two optimization problems, aimed at minimizing energy consumption and GHG emissions in the network
respectively. Given N VMs running on d servers at time t, the
problem of GHG optimization can be formulated as follows:

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF A TYPICAL DATA CENTER IN A VPC

M inimize
P C = Cm + CDC on/of f
+ρP
max
d Od (1
P− gd (t))(Pcd (t) + PPd (t)
+ s Os (γs + i ris (αcpus µcpu V M i cpuV M i /cpus
+αmems µmem V M i cpuV M i /mems
+αdisks µdisk V M i disk V M i /disk s )))
(12)
such that:
P
PV M i ∈s cpuV M i ≤ cpus
PV M i ∈s memV M i ≤ mems
(13)
PV M i ∈s disk V M i ≤ disk s
V M i ∈s bw V M i ≤ bw s

Parameter
Value
ρmax
0.9 kg per kWh [16]
Pcd
1 kW
PPd
0.3 kW
Cm
varied1
CDC on/of f
0.275 kWh2
αcpu
0.3 kW
αmem
0.2 kW
αio
0.3 kW
γs
0.3 kW
1 100% utilization of source and destination servers and intermediate
network during migration period.
2 100% utilization of data center during shutting down period.

The carbon footprint of a data center network, as measured
in a simulation platform with a variety of energy sources, is
shown in Figure 2 for a period of 72 hours. In the figure
legend, [no-opt] means no optimization has been performed,
[wind] means there are wind streams in the simulation, and
[no-wind] means there are no wind streams in the simulation.

P
µcpu s = ( V M i ∈s µcpu V M i cpuV M i )/cpus
P
µmem s = (P V M i ∈s µmem V M i memV M i )/mems
µdisk s = ( V M i ∈s µdisk V M i disk V M i )/disk s

(14)

and where:
ris = 1 where V M i is on the server s , 0 other wise (15)

Fig. 2.

C represents the GHG emissions in the network at time t;
cpus , mems , disk s , and bws represent the total available
CPU core, memory, storage, and bandwidth on server s;
and cpuV M i , memV M i , disk V M i , and bwV M i represent the
CPU core, memory, storage, and bandwidth needed for V M i ;
and µcpu V M i , µmem V M i , and µdisk V M i represent the use
percentage for CPU, memory, and storage of V M i . The energy
optimization problem can be formulated in the same way.
This is a multidimensional Knapsack problem, which is one
of Karps well-known 21 NP-complete problems [17]. Since the
objective function is nonlinear and there are nonlinear constraints, the optimization model is a nonlinear programming
problem with binary variables. Generally, this type of problem
cannot be solved by mathematical programming solvers.
We chose a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to solve the problem,
because of its nature. A GA will decide which servers to
consolidate, and which servers to turn off. It will also decide
whether or not the entire data center in question needs to

Network carbon footprint

As shown in Figure 2, the carbon footprint graph is periodic
when wind streams are not considered (the effect of clouds on
solar power sources is not simulated in this work). When wind
streams are considered, the network carbon footprint decreases
and the graph is no longer periodic. The maximum carbon
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C. Results

be turned off and all the VMs on its servers migrated to
other data centers. The VMs on each server become variables
for the GA, and the GA will optimize the carbon footprint,
while considering the available memory, CPU, and storage on
each server. Because of the nature of the problem, a modified
mutation function is added to the GA for a faster and better
result. Because we know that the optimized value can result in
the removal of all the VMs from a server and their migration to
other, preferably green, servers, the modified mutation function
will alter the genes in such a way that the number of VMs on
the servers of a few random data centers is pushed to zero. We
do not focus here on the algorithmic part of the GA, but on its
use. The GA parameters are tuned by running the algorithm
several times with different values for those parameters. In
this section, we describe the optimization tool for the network
optimization problem. Following, we show the best interval
on which to run the optimizer on the network.
In Figures 3 and 4, the network is optimized considering
both large and small intervals. In the legend, [VPC-opt] means
WAN optimization over the whole network and [Carbon-opt]
means optimization for the carbon cost function.

Fig. 3.

For the first test scenario, the network of 40 servers running
on 13 data centers located in 7 different cities around the
world is tested under sun movement and under the random
movement of several wind streams. Three different carbon
footprints were optimized and calculated for this network, and
are shown in Figure 5. In the legend, [LAN-opt] means LAN
optimization over each data center. The first carbon footprint
corresponds to an even distribution of VMs on the servers,
without any optimization. We see that this carbon footprint is
at the highest level. The second carbon footprint corresponds
to server consolidation within each data center, with the help
of virtualization technology. This carbon footprint is much
smaller than the first, as shown in Figure 5. The third carbon
footprint corresponds to data center consolidation over WAN
connections. Here, data centers are consolidated according
to their greenness factor and their resource availability. The
carbon footprint in this case is smaller than that for server
consolidation.
The carbon footprint was measured for a period of 24 hours,
and the results are presented in Table II under Normal VM
load (47%). According to this measurement, using data center
consolidation over WAN connections can lead to a 59% greater
carbon footprint reduction, compared to server consolidation
over LAN connections.

Network carbon optimization under large intervals

Fig. 5.

Network carbon footprint for LAN-based clouds and VPCs

For the second test scenario, the network was tested under
heavy load (60% CPU use) and light load (33% CPU use), as
shown in Figures 6 and 7 respectively.
The total carbon footprint of the network was measured for
a period of 24 hours for both test scenario 1 and test scenario
2, and the results are presented in Table II.

Fig. 4.

TABLE II
24 HOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT COMPARISON UNDER HEAVY AND LIGHT
VM LOADS

Network carbon optimization under small intervals

Scenario

Based on the results of using large and small intervals, we
find that the optimum interval value lies between 0.5 and 2
hours. In this paper, an 1 hour interval is used for all scenario
tests to run the optimization algorithm on the network.

Light
Normal
Heavy
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No
opt
CO2kg
500.45
553.88
607.32

LAN
opt
CO2kg
401.94
506.32
560.29

VPC
opt
CO2kg
76.69
178.70
254.71

LAN
opt
%
19.68
8.59
7.74 5

VPC
opt
%
84.68
67.74
8.06

VPC
perf.
%
64.99
59.15
50.32

Fig. 6.

Network carbon footprint under heavy VM load

Fig. 8.

Network energy measurement

carbon optimization for WAN data center consolidation. For
LAN server consolidation, energy optimization is identical to
carbon optimization. But, in WAN data center consolidation
for the given dataset, the carbon is not optimized when the
energy is optimized, and the energy is not optimized when
the carbon is optimized, which is not the case at a single data
center.

Fig. 7.

Network carbon footprint under light VM load

The first three columns in the table shows the CO2 emissions in kilograms of the whole network under no optimization, and under LAN and VPC optimization. The ”LAN
opt %” column shows the percentage of CO2 production
reduction using LAN server consolidation. The ”VPC opt %”
column shows the percentage of CO2 production reduction by
using WAN data center consolidation. The last column, ”VPC
perf”, shows the VPC optimization performance over LAN
optimization in terms of carbon reduction percentage.
Based on the results in Table II, regardless of the VM load
on the network, VPC optimization has a better performance
in terms of carbon footprint reduction than LAN optimization.
The best performance is achieved in cases where VPC use is
less. In these cases, there are more green options available
to the controller to move the VMs to the green data centers,
and then shut down a larger number of non-green data centers
(which includes their PDUs and cooling systems).
In the third test scenario, the network is first optimized for
its carbon footprint, and second for its energy consumption. In
both optimizations, carbon footprint and energy consumption
are measured as shown in Figures 8 and 9 respectively. In the
legend area, [Energy-opt] means that the optimization is for
the energy cost function. The amount of energy consumed and
the carbon footprint over 24 hours are presented in Tables III
and IV respectively.
As shown in Figures 8 and 9, the energy consumption and
carbon footprint of the network are lower in both energy and

Fig. 9.

Network carbon measurement

In Figure 9, there is a big difference in the network carbon
footprint in the carbon and energy optimization modes, but
there is not much difference in their energy consumption, as
shown in Figure 8. This means that, even though the energy
consumption is not optimized in VPC optimization, carbon
footprint reduction is significant. In other words, a modest
increase in energy consumption (4.96%) can result in a major
reduction in the size of the network carbon footprint (36.64%).
The figures 4.96% and 36.64% are calculated from the difference between energy and carbon performance percentage
(VPC perf %) in carbon optimization and energy optimization
modes.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE WORK
In this paper, a formulation for calculating the carbon
footprint and energy consumption of a WAN network of data
centers is presented. This formulation is used to measure
the carbon footprint of a simulation platform comprising 13
data centers in seven cities at different geographical locations
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OPTIMIZATION

Scenario

Carbon
opt.
Energy
opt.

No
opt
CO2kg
553.88

LAN
opt
CO2kg
506.32

VPC
opt
CO2kg
178.70

LAN
opt
%
8.59

VPC
opt
%
67.74

VPC
perf.
%
59.15

553.88

506.32

381.65

8.59

31.09

22.51

TABLE IV
24 HOUR ENERGY CONSUMPTION COMPARISON FOR ENERGY AND
CARBON OPTIMIZATION

Scenario

Carbon
opt.
Energy
opt.

No
opt
kWh
1,095.83

LAN
opt
kWh
990.83

VPC
opt
kWh
776.93

LAN
opt
%
9.58

VPC
opt
%
29.10

VPC
perf.
%
19.52

1,095.83

990.83

831.23

9.58

24.15

14.56

around the world. A heuristic algorithm (a modified GA) is
used to optimize the carbon footprint of the network. For
tuning the optimization, different optimization intervals have
been proposed to extract the best optimization interval.
The network was tested under different loads, and our
results show a significant carbon footprint reduction through
VPC data center consolidation compared to LAN server consolidation. Also, the network was tested under carbon and
energy optimization, the results of which show that carbon
reduction is not necessarily equal to energy efficiency in VPCs,
which is not the case in a single data center.
For future work, different use cases can be tested under different test scenarios with different VM loads. The number of
cities can be increased in order to observe the behavior of the
algorithm on a very large network of data centers. Also, in this
paper, randomly generated data were used for wind streams. In
future, real wind stream data will be retrieved from historical
weather data and used in the simulation for more realistic
results. Finally, for a more realistic solar energy simulation,
simulated clouds can be considered in the simulation platform.
As is concluded above, greater carbon footprint reduction
can be achieved through reduced power use in a VPC. However, this may not be profitable for investors in VPCs, because
of the correspondingly reduced use of their infrastructure. To
address this dilemma, we will study the effect of using Low
Carbon Virtual Private Clouds under carbon laws such as ”Cap
and Trade”, ”Cap and Dividend”, and ”Cap and Reward,” in
order to reduce the final service price.
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